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Have them visit the restrooms before the show begins. Live theatre means the actors and the audience are in
the same room, and just as the audience can see and hear the performers, the performers can see and hear the
audience. Please ask your students to avoid disturbing those around them. Please no talking or unnecessary or
disruptive movement during the performance. Also, please remind students that cellphones should be switched
off completely. No texting or tweeting, please. When students give their full attention to the action on the
stage, they will be rewarded with the best performance possible. Unlike movies or television, live theatre
offers the thrill of unpredictability. With the actors present on stage, the audience response becomes an
integral part of the performance and the overall experience: Please remind your students that they play an
important part in the success of the performance. Again, reminding them to use the restrooms before the
performance will help eliminate unnecessary disruption. The Syracuse Stage education department is
committed to providing the tools to make learning in and through the arts possible to address varied learning
styles and to make connections to curricula and life itself. It is our goal in the education department to
maximize the theatre experience for our education partners with experiential learning and in-depth arts
programming. Thank you for your interest and support. Research shows that children who participate in or are
exposed to the arts show higher academic achievement, stronger self-esteem, and improved ability to plan and
work toward a future goal. We gratefully acknowledge the corporations and foundations who support our
commitment to in-depth arts education for our comunity. Frank Baum - Author The man who set us off to see
the Wizard was born the son of a wealthy barrel factory owner in Chittenango, New York, on May 15, At the
age of 12, he attended the Peekskill Military Academy, which he left after two years due to a heart condition,
which is now thought to have been psychosomatic. Young Frank was not suited to a military life. At this point,
his family lived in Syracuse, where he attended high school. From an early age, he showed an interest in
acting and writing for the stage. In , his musical The Maid of Arran had a successful premiere in Syracuse and
he went on tour with the company. Eventually, however, he left the stage and pursued a career as a
businessman. It aspires to being a modernized fairy tale, in which the wonderment and joy are retained and the
heart-aches and nightmares are left out. In , he moved Denslow, was a bestseller, setting the stage for his
great- his family to Hollywood, where he produced a series of est success. Frank Baum , also with art by
Denslow, who owned half of the died in California on May 6, His last words were, royalties. Blacklisted by
the infamous House Un-American Activities Committee in for his social views, he was unable to work in
movies or radio for 10 years. With Harold Arlen, he also wrote songs for the animated Gay Purree Yip
Harburg, who the wrote the lyrics to over songs, died in In , the United States Postal Service issued a
commemorative stamp honoring his work. Harold Arlen died in After meeting Professor Marvel, who tells
her how sad this will make Aunt Em, she heads home. Just as she gets there, a cyclone carries her, Toto, and
her house into a magical world with munchkins, where she makes many great friends and one very powerful
enemy, the Wicked Witch of the West. The Oz Books - L. Oz continues to fascinate writers of fantasy. Some
of the books that continue the saga hew closely to the world described by its creator. The Oz books by L. Aunt
Em Emily Gale , her loving aunt, harried and worn from farm life. Uncle Henry Henry Gale , her hard
working farmer uncle. Zeke, a farmhand who strongly resembles the Lion Dorothy meets on her journey.
Hickory, a farmhand who is a dead ringer for the Tinman. Professor Chester Marvel, a phony fortuneteller, not
very much of a wizard at it. Munchkins, the citizens of Munchkinland. The Ozians, happy citizens of the
Emerald City. Glinda, the Good Witch of the North. Winkies, the enslaved army guarding the Witch of the
West. Wicked Witch of the West, bent on revenge and getting the Ruby Slippers. He hopes the Wizard will
give him one. Hunk, a farmhand who looks just like the Scarecrow. A real wicked witch. Cowardly Lion
needs courage. Maybe the Wizard can provide it. Winkie General, their commander. Nikko, commander of the
flying monkeys. Jitterbugs, Crows,Trees, and various other magical creatures. Frank Baum parlayed the
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success of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz into a hit Broadway musical version he wrote and produced in
However, this first stage version bore little resemblance to the tale of a plucky little girl from Kansas. The
Broadway Dorothy was a grown woman, and her companion was not the tiny Toto, but a cow named
Imogene! In , The St. Louis Municipal Opera produced a version by Frank Gabrielsen that uses some of the
music from the movie, but veers from it in characters and action. At the end, the Wizard heads home in a
rocket ship. A hit movie version starred Diana Ross and Michael Jackson. An NBC live television version in
drew more than 11 million viewers. The musical version of Wicked, a prequel telling the earlier story of the
Wicked Witch of the West named Elphaba after the creator of Oz has been running on Broadway since It
incorporates every word from the film and all the songs, with added dialogue, some of it from the book. This
is the version Syracuse Stage is presenting. The production re-instates two pieces that were cut from the
movie. The famous lost Jitterbug sequence in which the witch sends bugs to torment Dorothy and her friends
was cut from the release print. The song and dance number was cut from the film and is restored in the RSC
version. Like the earlier stage production, it strayed far from the book. Some are close adaptations of the
books, while others move off into other directions. Some of the more interesting entries include: Film Journey
Back to Oz an animated film, troubled in production, which finally ended up as a television Christmas special.
It features an all-star cast, with Liza Minelli as Dorothy, the role her mother Judy Garland played in The Wiz,
A screen version of the Broadway hit, it turned Dorothy into a spinster urban school teacher played by Diana
Ross. Return to Oz A Disney film with a decidedly dark tone, it was a loose adaptation of two Oz novels.
Television Rainbow Road to Oz a segment of the Disneyland series was meant to be a preview of a Disney
film in the works starring the Mouseketeers. The film was cancelled, but this novelty remains online. The now
adult Shirley Temple starred as Ozma, princess of Oz. Tales of the Wizard of Oz an animated series. Emerald
City a 10 episode series airing on NBC with a distinctly dark edge. When not on the road performing in a
musical, opera, or one of their own productions, 2 Ring Circus runs the circus school Aerial Arts NYC in
mid-town Manhattan. What really brought The Wizard of Oz enduring popularity was the annual holiday
television broadcasts beginning in , which introduced generations of kids to the story and made the movie
incarnations of its characters iconic. Much of what we love about The Wizard Oz comes directly from that
film, which is the blueprint for the current production, rather than the novel. That movie distilled the story to
its essence and ramped up the drama. Where the book charmed with whimsy, the movie made the danger to
Dorothy and her friends very real and sometimes very scary. In the book, it really happened. Mary Martin as
Peter Pan Below: In fact, Dorothy is met there not by throngs of grateful Munchkins, but three or four
diminutive citizens and the Good Witch of the North, who is not Glinda, but an old lady who balances a magic
slate on her nose telling Dorothy to follow the Yellow Brick Road. Much of the visual excitement in the MGM
production came from the choice to use the now perfected Technicolor process. At the end of the book, the
silver slippers fall off as Dorothy flies back over the desert that separates Oz from the world as we know it. In
the iconic film, the slippers are ruby red to make them more exciting in Technicolor. The Baum Barrel
Factory, owned by his father and uncles, was on Route 13 in Chittenango, the town where he was born. When
he was four and a half, the family moved to a home at 1 Rust Street, now Midland Avenue, in Syracuse. In
Syracuse, the Baums owned a dry goods store and other businesses around what is now Armory Square. In ,
they built a country estate they called Rose Lawn on Brewerton Road in what is now Mattydale. Then it was
Centerville Road, the first plank road in the country, and a segment of its 16 miles of gold-colored hemlock
planks ran in front of their home, perhaps inspiring the yellow brick road. The plank road, like Rose Lawn and
so many of the Baum family homes in the region, is now gone.
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz is an entertaining and educational epic production that facilitates learning across all age
groups. This study guide is an aid for parents and teachers to help.

An omniscient narrator tells the story in simple language. It begins on a Kansas farm where Dorothy, an
orphan, lives in a one-room house with her grim, hardworking uncle and aunt. A tornado appears and Dorothy,
her uncle, and aunt run for a cellar under the house. Dorothy falls asleep as the house whirls through the air.
When she awakens and goes outside her house, she finds she is in a strange and beautiful country inhabited by
small, strangely dressed people known as the Munchkins. The Good Witch tells Dorothy to go to the Emerald
City, ruled by the Wizard of Oz, in the hope that the Wizard may be able to help the little girl return home.
Dorothy suggests to each of them that the accompany her to see if the Wizard can help them. After a number
of adventures, Dorothy, Toto, and the three odd friends reach the Emerald City, where all of the houses seem
to be made of green marble and studded with emeralds. They make their requests of the wizard, who goes by
the name of Oz. The wizard refuses to grant their requests until they kill the Wicked Witch of the West, who
rules the western people known as the Winkies. The adventurers travel to the west, and the Witch sends
wolves, crows, bees, and her frightened Winkie subjects against them. Dorothy and her friends manage to
defeat all of these adversaries, but the Witch finally uses a magic golden cap to send Winged Monkeys to
destroy the Tin Woodman and the Scarecrow and carry Dorothy and the lion to the witch as slaves. In anger,
Dorothy throws water on the witch and, as it happens, this melts the old woman. The grateful Winkies then
find and repair the Tin Woodman and the Scarecrow, and the lion is set free from his prison. After three days,
the wizard offers to fly Dorothy back to Kansas with him in his old balloon. Unfortunately, Toto jumps after a
kitten at the last moment, Dorothy runs after him, and the wizard and his balloon float away without her.
Dorothy calls upon the Winged Monkeys, but they are unable to cross the desert that surrounds Oz. Therefore,
Dorothy and her friends leave Oz to travel to the southern country of the Quadlings, where Glinda the Good
Witch of the South rules, in the hope that Glinda can help Dorothy return home. After still more adventures,
they reach Glinda, who tells Dorothy, in exchange for the golden cap, that the silver shoes will carry her
anywhere she wishes to go if she only knocks the heels together three times. Dorothy does so and is flown
back to Kansas, losing the silver shoes over the desert on the way.
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, by L. Frank Baum, is a book that has transcended its time and place. More than a century
after its publication, it remains a seminal piece of popular culture (helped, of course, by the iconic film adaptation starring
Judy Garland).

One day a storm is coming and Aunt Em is rushing for the tiny cellar when the cyclone picks the house up
with Dorothy and Toto still in it. The house is in the air for a long time and Dorothy eventually takes a nap.
When she opens the door, she is amazed by the sights that greet her. She soon discovers that her house
dropped out of the sky on the Wicked Witch of the East and her death has freed the race of tiny people who
have lived as her slaves. Dorothy says she wants to return to Kansas and is told the great Wizard of Oz will be
the only person who might help her on her way. Along the way she encounters the Scarecrow who is hanging
helplessly on a pole in a field. He wonders if the Wizard might be able to give him brains and decides to go
along with Dorothy. They spend their first night on the road in a small abandoned house and find the Tin
Woodman the following morning. He explains that he was caught outside in the rain, which rusted his joints,
and he has been standing in one spot for a year. He joins the group, hoping the Wizard will be able to give him
courage. They finally reach the Emerald City and the Wizard tells them he will only grant their wishes if they
kill the Wicked Witch of the West. They feel they have no choice and head west. One day she manages to get
one of them and, in anger, Dorothy throws water on her. Back in Oz, Dorothy and the others discover the
Wizard is nothing more than an ordinary man who arrived in the land by accident just as Dorothy did. He
grants the Scarecrow, Tin Woodman, and Lion their wishes and comes up with a plan to get home with
Dorothy by way of hot air balloon. Toto runs away at the moment before Dorothy is to board and he leaves
without her. They learn that Glinda the Good, the Witch of the South, can likely help Dorothy find her way
home and make their way there. After many adventures, they arrive and Dorothy discovers she has only to tap
the heels of the Silver Shoes together and wish to be home. She does and arrives back in Kansas to find Uncle
Henry has built a new house. This section contains words approx.
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The Wizard of Oz Study Guide. Thematic Overview. Throughout this study guide you will find discussion questions,
improvisation exercises, and creative writing activities all intended to investigate through different points of view, notions
of "home" and "family".

Chapter 5 : The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Summary & Study Guide
Download The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Study Guide Subscribe now to download this study guide, along with more than
30, other titles. Get help with any book. Download PDF Summary (Masterpieces of.
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Wizard Of Oz Musical Study Guide The wizard of oz ( film) wikipedia, the wizard of oz is a american musical fantasy film
produced by metro goldwyn mayerwidely considered to be one of the.

Chapter 7 : Download Leading From Here To There Study Guide PDF EPUB Free - calendrierdelascience.
Galatians For You has an accompanying small-group study guide, Galatians: Gospel Matters: Seven Stuides for Groups
or Individuals, which can be bought calendrierdelascience.com is the latest curriculum resource from New York pastor
and bestselling author Tim Keller, and the first in the new God's Word For You series" -- calendrierdelascience.com
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz Summary & Study Guide L. Frank Baum This Study Guide consists of approximately 39
pages of chapter summaries, quotes, character analysis, themes, and more - everything you need to sharpen your
knowledge of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz.
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Study Guide for The Wonderful Wizard of Oz The Wonderful Wizard of Oz study guide contains a biography of L. Frank
Baum, literature essays, a complete e-text, quiz questions, major themes, characters, and a full summary and analysis.
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